Conducting Risk Assessment & Emergency Response Plan Development for Overburdened Communities

Wednesday, July 10th, 2024 * 9:00 AM – 4:00 PM
Medicine Lodge Housing Authority / 200 S. Cherry, Medicine Lodge, Ks. 67104

9:00 Welcome and Workshop Instruction
9:15 Fundamentals of Emergency Response Planning (ERP)
10:15 Break
10:00 Fundamentals of Emergency Response Planning (cont.)
11:00 Understanding How Historical Events May Impact Your Utility
12:00 Lunch (on your own)
12:45 Conducting Vulnerability Assessments
1:45 Break
2:00 Implementing Incident Action Checklist:
(cybersecurity, algal blooms, wildfires, drought, earthquakes, extreme cold, extreme heat, flooding, tornados, hurricanes, tsunami, & volcanos)
2:30 Hands On Learning Lab:
(Conducting a Vulnerability Assessment for YOUR Community’s Critical Infrastructure)
3:30 Wrap-Up & Adjourn

MAP is an equal opportunity provider and employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, age, sex, national origin, disability status, genetics, military or veteran status, sexual orientation, or any other protected classification, in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws.

Training Class Instructors: Curt Bigge- KS Midwest Assistance Program Inc. Contact Info: cbigge@map-inc.org

This workshop is supported by a cooperative agreement with Region 7 EPA and USDA RD

This training is being offered by Midwest Assistance Program Inc. (MAP) and will provide communities with increased knowledge and education to complete a risk and resilience assessment. Additionally, training will assist communities with the ability to define system roles and responsibilities in the event of a natural disaster. Awareness of vital emergency response and preparedness organizations, mutual aid resources, tool kits, checklists and other Federal and state organizations associated with disaster preparation and recovery will be a priority focus.

*TRAINING IS PROVIDED AT NO COST*
5 CEU’s AVAILABLE FOR DW & WW OPERATORS THAT WOULD LIKE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS LEARNING OPPORTUNITY.